Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Amphibian and Reptile Group
Monitoring populations of
herpetofauna and improving
their lot in our area
.

Improving Habitats for Amphibians in Cambridge
Pond clearing with the Friends of Stourbridge
Common in January 2020 (L)
A local resident reported seeing tadpoles in the
pond. We look forward to doing a detailed
survey here in 2021.
Toad crossing sign erected by the City Council in
the same area.

Mario Shimbov

Improving Habitats for Reptiles and monitoring slow worms
Members of CPARG and staff from Cambridge
Past, Present & Future (CPPF) carried out habitat
management to benefit reptiles at Wandlebury.
We are monitoring slow worms. The maximum
count in 2019 was 16 individuals mainly juveniles.
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Midwife Toads in Cambridge
CPARG members are studying a colony of midwife toads in gardens in the city. This involves measuring
and weighing and also testing for chytrid

A midwife toad found on a paving slab Photo Mario
Shimbov

Measuring a midwife toad Photo Mario Shimbov

Frogs, Toads and Newts
on the move
We need your help to find out when
amphibians are active in our area.
Please look out for these animals and add
records to the record pool including date,
whether adult, immature or spawn, and
activity e.g. torpid, laying, swimming etc.
https://www.recordpool.org.uk/ .
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Falling Through the Cracks
- conserving amphibians and reptiles in burial grounds
In 2021 CPARG members are taking part in this
national project to find out more about
amphibians and reptiles in churchyards and
burial grounds and to make these areas more
wildlife friendly by working with local people.

This builds on the work we have been doing
with the estates team at Cambridge
Crematorium. We have built a hibernaculum
and helped cleared out overgrown ponds.
Regular monitoring shows the great crested and
smooth newts are benefitting.
One of two cleared ponds with the hibernaculum in
the background
Photo Helen Moore

To find out more contact Terry Moore
terry@moorehse.co.uk

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Amphibian and Reptile Group
To find out more about our group go to the website and blog where you can
read about our activities and find an application form to join CPARG.
Website: https://groups.arguk.org/cparg
Blog:

https://cparg.wordpress.com/

To find out more about the project “Falling through the cracks” contact Terry
Moore terry@moorehse.co.uk

